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AN INTERPRETATION OF LINE GEOMETRY ON PROJECTIVE PLANE
We show that the set of p-conics (conics being in Poncelet's configuration with a fixed conic on the projective plane) can be considered as a model of universum of lines.
The conic A 2 is in Poncelet's configuration with the conic D 2 iff for every point x S A 2 it exist two lines tangent to the conic D 2 , which intersect the conic A 2 additionally in two points A'i, A' 2 such that the line connecting these points is tangent to tlie conic B 2 .
Let s 2 ,7 2 be two quadrics in three-dimensional projective space PG 3 and 7r be any plane from PG 3 . Let us consider the set S = {x G PG 3 : e x = 7x}j where e x , j x are the polar planes of a point x with respect to quadrics e 2 , y 2 . Suppose that these quadrics and plane arc in general position. By general position we understand here the position of the quadrics e 2 , j 2 and the plane jr such that a curve of intersection of £ 2 , 7 2 is non-degenerate and a intersection the plane w with the set S is empty. Then the set S contains at most four elements (cf. [2] ). Let us consider a mapping /(/ : PG 3 -» 7r) defined as follows
In article [2] it was proved that the mapping / have the set of singular points x (skew curve of the 3tli order containing the set S) such that the set e x H f x fl tt is a line (the general position of £ 2 , j 2 , n exclude a plane). Therefore, in the definition of /, we write "{/(®)}" instead "/(x)". However the both notations are not precise. More, notice that this definition cannot be written simply and precisely at the same time. Moreover, in article [2] it was proved that: (i) the mapping / determines a conic F 2 on the plane 7r, (ii) the image /(A) of a line K from PG 3 is a conic on 7r being in Poncelet's configuration with the conic F 2 (so-called p-conic) and every p-conic on the plane ~ is an image a certain exactly one line from PG 3 , (iii) two lines K and L intersect each other iff there exists a triangle inscribed in two conics /(A"), F(L) and circumscribed around the conic F 2 .
In the paper [3] has been given an axiom system of the line geometry, considered as the one-sorted and one-relation theory ). This is an axiomatic characterisation of the set of all lines in three-dimensional projective space. In [3] it was shown that the set of all lines of PG 3 with the relation of intersecting of lines is a model of theory (£,"•)•
Using the corespondcnce / we shall construct another model of this theory. Let /, ir, F 2 be the mapping, the plane and the conic mentioned above. Consider on the plane 7r any non-degenerate conic P 2 . Let C be the set of all conics being in Polcelet's con figuration with the fixed conic P 2 . These conics will be called p-lines and denoted by Ac, Be, Let us define the relation -c : for any two p-lines Ac and 13c we say that Ac C-intersects Bc(Ac Be) iff there exists a triangle inscrit in conics Ac and Be circumscrit on the conic P 2 . Let VQ denote the set of all lines in PG 3 and --pg be the relation of intersection of lines. We shall show that two objects (C,-c ) and (VG,""-pg) are isomorphic. Consider the projcctivc transformation g : 7r -7r such that g(F 2 ) = P 2 . It easy to see that the relation "being in Poncelet's configuration" is invariant under projcctivc transformation (the notion "tangent" is an invariant for such transformations). And the transformation g is a bijection of 7r. Let h-.VQ^C be the transformation defined in the following way:
h-•-y 0 h •
This transformation realizes the isomorphism between the models {VGi^-pg) and (C,-c ) . Indeed, the following conditions:
are trite satisfied. We see that the property (ii) implies the conditions (1), (2) and we obtain the condition (3) as the consequence of the property (iii).
Refering to the notation in definition of/, and consequently of f\, notice that if e x D7 X fl 7r is a line for a certain x € A', then /(A'), and obviously fi(K), is a degenerate ;;-conic. Hence, by (ii) we remark that f\ (and consequently h), contrary to /, has not any singular elements.
Interpretation of line geometry
Now we shall show an interpretation of the certain subsets of VQ in the model C. E.g. the set of all conics (?;-lines) being in Poncclet's configuration with any fixed conic P 2 and passing by three fixed points form the plane system on p-lincs, and the set of all conics passing, moreover, by fourth fixed point form the pencil of/j-lines (see [2] ).
The above interpretation allows to formulate interesting properties concerning the conics oil a. plane, e.g. For three conics if each two of them have a common triangle inscrit in them and circumscrit on P 2 it exists a point belonging to them.
At the end it is worthwhile to notice that every conic on the plane (treated as six-tupple of coefficients of quadratic form) is a point of fivedimensional (analytical) projective geometry P 5 . Ilence there exists a oneto-one correspondence between the set of all conics II lying on plane w and the set P 5 . On the other hand it is known that the set of all lines from PG 3 has the well-known interpretation on the Pliicker's quadric in P 5 . Indeed: For every line 1 = {.r : x = Xxj + viji, i = 1,2,3,4} from P 3 we can define six independent numbers ("coordinates") Pl2, Pl3, Pl.\, P42, P23,  Such that (Pl2, Pl3, PU, m, P42, P23) intersects the line The above considerations sliow that the Poncelet's configuration is the geometric interpretation of the Pliickcr's quadric, the purely geometric characterisation of the algebraically constructed quadric. 
